Irish overcome turnovers, move to 6-0

Notre Dame beats North Carolina in highest-scoring game ever at Notre Dame Stadium

By SELENA PONIO
News Writer

After a suspenseful game that kept Irish fans at the edge of their seats, Notre Dame defeated the North Carolina Tar Heels, 50-43. This win advanced the Irish further into their undefeated season, 6-0, but wasn’t the easy win some students expected to watch. Freshman Julia Szromba said she was surprised by the fight UNC put up, which became obvious immediately after the two touchdowns they scored in the first quarter.

“Everyone was saying it was going to be a blowout,” she said. “Even though there were some scary moments, the fact that it was close for a while made it really exciting. Obviously, we were happy that the team turned it around.”

The reactions from the roller-coaster football game were obvious in the student section. “The atmosphere in the student section changed so much,” Szromba said. “From dead silence after that first UNC touchdown to the final 50 push-ups, it was unreal.”

Freshman J.P. Bruno said the silence in the student section following a touchdown by UNC was not a sense of hopelessness from Irish fans but rather just surprise.

Irish sophomore defensive lineman Isaac Rochell and sophomore linebacker Jaylon Smith celebrate their 50-43 victory against North Carolina on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium.

Police report shooting

Observer Staff Report

After a shooting on the 600 block of Notre Dame Ave. early Sunday morning, a Holy Cross student and a juvenile were hospitalized and are being treated for non-life-threatening injuries, according to the police report. One of the victims is a 23-year-old male Holy Cross student who suffered gun shot wounds to the foot and head, according to the South Bend Tribune report. The other victim, a minor whose age was not available, sustained a gun-shot wound to the leg and was being questioned as a possible suspect in the incident, according to the South Bend Police report. The other victim as an aggravated assault with a firearm.

Saint Mary’s TOMS club celebrates World Sight Day

By KATE KULWICKI
News Writer

The TOMS Saint Mary’s campus club celebrated World Sight Day Thursday, encouraging students to wear sunglasses all day in order to raise awareness for blindness and other visual impairments around the world.

Nora Clougherty, president of the TOMS club, said she felt it was important for people to know that TOMS gives back in more ways than just their “One for One” shoe campaign.

The Toms Saint Mary’s campus club celebrates World Sight Day. Seniors Katie Nikol and Nora Clougherty show support and spread awareness on Thursday for world sight.

Memorial fund sponsors field trip

By EMILY McCONVILLE
News Writer

The Declan Sullivan Memorial Fund sponsored the third annual Horizons for Youth game-day field trip Saturday for 35 Chicago-area students and their “big sib” adult mentors to attend the Notre Dame vs. North Carolina football game. The Chicago-based nonprofit organized a group tailgate, a meeting with former running back Reggie Brooks and a walk onto the football field, as well as tickets to the game itself.

Horizons communications coordinator Tim Coffey said this was the first game and first visit to a college campus for many students. The primary goal of Horizons, which provides mentoring, tutoring and scholarships to low-income Chicago youth in kindergarten through high school, is to encourage students to attend college, he said.

“We want to show them what college is like, get it figured out from the very start, so that they’re always thinking about it, and it works,” he said. “Ninety percent of our students graduate high school, and 80 percent go on to college.”

Notre Dame graduates provide essential support for this mission, Coffey said. The organization, which was founded in 1990 by Notre Dame graduates Patrick Collins, Kathy Murdock and Mike Murdock, also includes several board members and student mentors who are affiliated with the University, he said.

One of the organization’s biggest benefactors is the Sullivan family. Of Horizons’ 210 students, Coffey said 65 are members of Declan’s Class, a group sponsored by the Declan Drumm Sullivan Memorial Fund.

Declan Sullivan, a 20-year-old Notre Dame junior and videographer for the football team, was killed in 2010 when the scissors lift from which he was filming football practice fell in high winds.
**QUESTION OF THE DAY:**

What is your favorite song from the 1990s or early 2000s?

**Aaron Tarnasky**
**Junior**
**Morrissey Manor**
“**I Want It That Way**” by the Backstreet Boys

**Anna Bourbonnais**
**Sophomore**
**Ryan Hall**
“**Buy Me a Rose**” by Kenny Rogers

**EJ Smith**
**Sophomore**
**Knot Hall**
“**Good Riddance**’ by Green Day

**Jimmy Borin**
**Sophomore**
**Dillon Hall**
“**Stacey’s Mom**”

**Lacey Silvestri**
**Freshman**
**Welsh Family Hall**
“**Iris**’ by the Goo Goo Dolls”

**Tommy Emmet**
**Siegfried Hall**
“**Hey Ya!**” by Outkast”

---

**Italian students participate in “Dante Now!”, a series of readings from Dante’s “The Divine Comedy.” Students in various levels of Italian classes read excerpts from the classic book around campus Friday.**

---

**THE NEXT FIVE DAYS:**

- **Monday**
  - “**Translation, Criticism and Interpretation**”
  - **DeBartolo Hall**
  - 5:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.
  - Three-part seminar series.

- **Tuesday**
  - **Snite Salon Series**
  - **Snite Museum of Art**
  - 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
  - Discussion about student self and community.

- **Wednesday**
  - **Science Friday Taping**
  - **DeBartolo Performing Arts Center**
  - 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
  - Taping of the Science Friday radio show.

- **Thursday**
  - **ISI Fellowship**
  - **Yale College Bookstore**
  - 7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
  - Reading and reflection on poems.

- **Friday**
  - **Compton Family Ice Arena**
  - 7:35 p.m. - 9:35 p.m.
  - Notre Dame vs. Lake Superior State.
Female students from Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s gathered in the Stapleton Lounge of Le Mans Hall on Friday to lead a discussion about ending the 42-year division among women of the two schools.

La Fuerza, the Latino Student Alliance (LSA) and the Gender Relations Center (GRC) hosted the event, named UniversiTea.

La Fuerza president Maria Hernandez said UniversiTea helped connect the schools and promoted a discussion for students “to work together as women and as a community to make the lives of all people on the campuses more successful.”

During the event, many common campus clichés were discussed, including ring by spring and the MRS Degree. In addition to campus stereotypes, the discussion broadened to the topic of women in film, particularly those in telenovelas.

Notre Dame junior Kristal Quispe said she enjoys when women are the main actors in telenovelas. “We like us [women] to be seen as powerful and having leading roles,” she said.

Saint Mary’s junior Ruby Velasco said film “is seen as a ‘girls show’ if it has more than one female protagonist.”

“[Women] are not trying to take away the power of men [but are] just trying to earn some,” she said. “We will have to act as a community and a society to create change,” Velasco said.

Notre Dame junior Annika Fling said she enjoyed getting to know the Saint Mary’s girls. “I think the unity of women is so much more important than our silly dividers between campuses,” she said.

Nuñez said she really enjoyed this opportunity to converse about “the issues we face here locally and as women on a macro side.” “It is important to recognize the negative actions and stereotypes that occur here and take action to continue them so that we can really foster a community,” she said.

Contact Macaila DeMario at mdemario01@saintmarys.edu
By ELENA GACEK
News Writer

Notre Dame’s chapter of the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) closed Irish State of Mind, a panel discussion held on the evening of Friday, April 26, with guest speaker Jamie Tworkowski, founder of the nonprofit organization To Write Love on Her Arms (TWLOHA), and singer Steven McMorran, lead singer of the alternative rock band Satellite.

NAMI-ND president Maggie Skoch said TWLOHA has gained national attention through social media and coverage on NBC’s Nightly News, CBS Sunday Morning, MTV and Rolling Stone Magazine.

“Founded by Jamie Tworkowski in 2006, To Write Love on Her Arms is a non-profit movement dedicated to presenting hope and finding help for people struggling with depression, addiction, self-injury and suicide,” she said. “TWLOHA has given over $1 million directly to treatment and recovery.”

Tworkowski, who invited McMorran to open the event with music, said the group almost always begins with music.

“We believe that... [music] has the unique ability to remind us, all of us, that we’re alive, it’s okay to feel things, it’s okay to ask questions,” Tworkowski said.

McMorran played guitar and sang several songs from Satellite’s 2013 album “Calling Birds,” prefacing each with a brief statement of its connection to personal obstacles. After about 30 minutes, Tworkowski took the stage.

“Normally I feel like it’s implied, when someday stands in the front of the room, or on the stage, and they have a microphone, it’s implied that he or she, this person, has some answers,” Tworkowski said. “But I think... in a way, these events are more about the questions than answers.

“I think what a lot of us need... [isn’t answers, but] just some other person, or maybe a small group of people who might meet us in our questions and tell us, remind us, show us that we are not alone in those places, especially those places that hurt... where I think we buy into some lies that suggest that we’re alone, especially if it’s something we haven’t talked about.”

Tworkowski shared his personal experiences with mental health issues, the founding and growth of TWLOHA and statistics on mental illness in America.

“Two out of three people who struggle with depression, they never get help for it,” he said. “The majority of people who live in this place, they live alone.”

Whether or not an individual pursues professional counseling, community is paramount to moving through the tough times, Tworkowski said.

“People need other people,” he said. “You and I, we find ourselves on this planet in a way where we are wired to know people and love people, to be known and to be loved.

“When it comes to our pain and the stuff we’re not sure about, the stuff we’re not proud of, the tendency is to isolate, to hide out. ... You just don’t want to talk to anyone, you don’t want to be seen, but we’ve come to believe that it doesn’t matter how busy you are, introvert, extrovert, what your major is, how you’re wired... that community, that support system, that group of friends is something we all need and deserve.”

Junior Michael Dinh said he felt the event was the perfect conclusion to the week.

“Hearing TWLOHA founder Jamie Tworkowski share his experiences in helping people fighting against depression, substance abuse and thoughts of suicide was an enlightening and inspiring opportunity,” he said. “Many of our fellow students at Notre Dame face these challenges during their time here, and we all have the chance to be their light in dark times.”

Contact Elena Gacek at egacek@nd.edu

‘To Write Love on Her Arms’ founder speaks

Lecturer confronts ethical reform in finance

By JEREMY CAPPELLO LEE
News Writer

Chairman of Citigroup, Inc. Michael O’Neill gave a lecture Friday morning on ethical reform in the financial industry. The lecture marked the third installment of “Boardroom Insights” lecture series hosted by the Mendoza College of Business.

O’Neill said in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, there was a perceived absence of ethics in the industry. He described as a “complex” matter of fair compensation, which is now delivered in deferred stock... invest or cut back on bonuses.

“Perhaps more than any other time, it is crucial to be held accountable by shareholders,” O’Neill said.

O’Neill said Citigroup has many successes and failures in its efforts to curb ethics violations and promote a culture of trust. Amidst high-profile scandals and growing popular distrust, O’Neill said it was crucial for the financial industry to deliver on their promises to reform workplace ethics.

“Standing on the soapbox preaching about ethics and codes of conduct without unambiguously demonstrating the consequences of misbehavior is probably more harmful than helpful,” he said. “In fact it may provide a perverse incentive to try to circumvent the rules, as those who have often done so go unpunished.”

Despite the challenges of instituting widespread corporate reform, O’Neill said Citigroup continues its efforts to curb ethics violations and hopes other companies will follow suit.

“Perhaps more than anything else these days, we all recognize that this is a long journey, but we’re determined to reach the destination,” he said.

Contact Jeremy Cappello Lee at jcappell@nd.edu
Lecture compares theology and anthropology

By GABRIELA MALESPIN
News Writer

Our Dame professor of theology Cecilia Deane-Drummond discussed the interconnections between theology and anthropology in her presentation “Evolution, Humans and Other Animals: Theology and Anthropology in Dialogue,” an installment of the Snite Museum’s Saturday Scholars series.

Drummond discussed the unique roles of anthropology and theology to explore the role of human agency and human interaction with the environment. She said the main concern with both fields is how they intersect in light of new discoveries in evolutionary biology.

According to Drummond, both anthropology and theology need to create stronger dialogue and give greater perspective regarding human nature and human agency.

“I believe there are tensions here that need to be faced, and if we refuse to face them, we end up missing the two areas (theology and anthropology) in a way that is not necessarily intellectually responsible,” she said.

Drummond said anthropology’s focus on human and human interaction with the environment complements theology’s focus on humanity’s relationship and identity to God.

In exploring the different dimensions of human biology and human evolution, Drummond explained their relation with regard to our environment and our role in history. She discussed how studies centered on human animal creation shape both human and animal communities, and she said these studies complement theology to expand our worldview of the human relationship to God.

“Although anthropologists can’t be doing on in these [human] communities and give us a sense of our entanglement with other creatures, how are we to think about our own human responsibility that might be in the context of such entanglement?” she asked. “What is the goal of the human from a theological point of view?”

Drummond introduced the concept of “theo-drama,” a concept developed by Catholic Swiss theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar, which establishes God as a central actor in human interaction and views history in light of the “future hope.”

Drummond defined theo-dramatics as the transformative understanding of who we are as humans.

“Theo-dramatics is analogous to niche construction, the way in which humans shape and interact with their environment,” Drummond said. “This theo-dramatic view of humanity and human history provide a unique integration of theology and anthropology,” she said.

“(Theo)dramatics replaces the kind of stale defensiveness between evolution and creationism that has been the mantra of so much public discourse,” she said. “It’s doing something different; it’s doing something different by actually drawing on the science and using it in a way that is helpful.”

Deane-Drummond said both anthropology and theology have created frameworks that allow people to understand theology differently toward both their environment and God.

“There are family resemblances between the way theologians construct their work and the way that scientists can think about our own human identity,” she said. “If we’re in touch with how the biological world works, it will actually illuminate our theology in new ways.”

Contact Gabriela Malespin at gmalespi@nd.edu

TOMS

“‘Theo-dramatics’ replaces the kind of stale defensiveness between evolution and creationism that has been the mantra of so much public discourse.”

Cecilia Deane-Drummond professor of theology

Declan’s father Barry Sullivan attended the tailgate with his wife, Alison Drummond, daughter Wyn Sullivan, a Notre Dame graduate student, and son Mac Sullivan, a sophomore. Barry Sullivan said after Declan died, donations began to pour in, and shortly after, the family established the Declan Drummond Memorial Fund and began looking for an organization to support.

We tried to think of something we could do with the money that would have a positive effect, to honor his legacy positively instead of negatively,” Wyn Sullivan said.

Barry Sullivan said Horizons for Youth appealed to the family because it was a local organization and was near Old St. Patrick’s Church, where all of the Sullivan children were baptized.

“The more we found out about it, the more we liked it,” he said.

Over the next two years, Clougherty said the memorial fund provided hundreds of thousands of dollars to support Horizons’ students, who are chosen based on financial need and their families’ willingness to commit to the program. As a result of donations, he said the memorial fund became an integral part of the organization’s ability to take on students.

“We’ve grown exponential for the last couple of years because of Declan’s family,” Clougherty said. “We have a gala every year in his memory, and [we’ve raised] a little over 2 million dollars in the three years we’ve done it so we’ve gotten to add students.”

Horizons board member Bob Dunklau, whose company OMI Industries in Chicago funded the trip, said working with a Horizons student through its mentoring program was like having “a winning lottery ticket.”

“We’ve grown exponentially for the last couple of years because of Declan’s family.”

Tim Carthy communications coordinator Horizons

“It’s so much more than the educational,” he said. “Obviously we had another advantage for the rest of the game.”

A grand total of 50 points scored by Notre Dame also meant a sea of students hoisted up into the air.

“I was doing push-ups at the 43 mark,” Szromba said. “Being up there surrounded by students all feeling the same thing with the same spirit and energy was definitely the best part of the game for me.”

The focus now shifts to the highly anticipated game against the Florida State Seminoles that takes place in Tallahassee this Saturday.

Contact Selena Ponio at sponio@nd.edu

TOMS
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“‘This day goes along with their TOMS sunglasses (campaign), for when you purchase a pair of their sunglasses, either prescription glasses or eyeglasses or eye surgery is given to people in need,” she said. “In turn you are helping to give sight, one dollar at a time, to all of their other (TOMS) products does.”

The TOMS club reached the 50 point mark, then added students. Scoring on the theme “One Day Without Shoes,” the club was very successful in helping people learn more about TOMS and spreading awareness of World Sight Day.

“This is an issue that many people don’t know about or even know it can be easily cured,” she said. “We had countless people coming up to the table asking why we were wearing our sunglasses.”

The TOMS SMC Club also has several other events planned for the rest of the year, Clougherty said.

“We want to have a ‘Style Your Sole’ party where you purchase a pair of classic TOMS [shoes], and we all come together to paint them,” she said. “Our biggest event is in the spring for ‘One Day Without Shoes.’”

Clougherty said the purpose of “One Day Without Shoes” is to encourage people to go barefoot for an entire day so that someone else does not have to.

“One of the main goals of the TOMS SMC campus club is to simply spread the message of ‘One for One’ and what TOMS does and how you can participate or help in the cause,” she said.

Contact Kate Kulwicki at kkulw01@saintmarys.edu

Declan
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Declan’s father Barry Sullivan attended the tailgate with his wife, Alison Drummond, daughter Wyn Sullivan, a Notre Dame graduate student, and son Mac Sullivan, a sophomore. Barry Sullivan said after Declan died, donations began to pour in, and shortly after, the family established the Declan Drummond Memorial Fund and began looking for an organization to support.

We tried to think of something we could do with the money that would have a positive effect, to honor his legacy positively instead of negatively,” Wyn Sullivan said.

Barry Sullivan said Horizons for Youth appealed to the family because it was a local organization and was near Old St. Patrick’s Church, where all of the Sullivan children were baptized.

“The more we found out about it, the more we liked it,” he said.

Over the next two years, Clougherty said the club was very successful in helping people learn more about TOMS and spreading awareness of World Sight Day.

“This is an issue that many people don’t know about or even know it can be easily cured,” she said. “We had countless people coming up to the table asking why we were wearing our sunglasses.”

The TOMS SMC Club also has several other events planned for the rest of the year, Clougherty said.

“We want to have a ‘Style Your Sole’ party where you purchase a pair of classic TOMS [shoes], and we all come together to paint them,” she said. “Our biggest event is in the spring for ‘One Day Without Shoes.’”

Clougherty said the purpose of “One Day Without Shoes” is to encourage people to go barefoot for an entire day so that someone else does not have to.

“One of the main goals of the TOMS SMC campus club is to simply spread the message of ‘One for One’ and what TOMS does and how you can participate or help in the cause,” she said.

Contact Kate Kulwicki at kkulw01@saintmarys.edu

Game
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“I never once felt the hope leave the student section,” he said. “Yeah, it was rough being down early on, but it seemed like everyone knew we were just looking for a rhythm.”

Some moments stood out for students, such as Officer Tim McCarthy’s weekly pun instructing the crowd “not to shortchange yourself by using good.”

“My favorite part is always the safety pun at the end of the third quarter,” freshman Andrew Pott said. “Also, the weather was just a little bit better than last week’s game.”

Bruno said one memorable moment during the game especially caused the student section to erupt into chaos.

“My favorite part was definitely when the referee blew the extra point,” he said. “I know it seems like such a small play, but it was such a turning point. The students went wild, and you could just tell we had another advantage for the rest of the game.”

A grand total of 50 points scored by Notre Dame also meant a sea of students hoisted up into the air.

“I was doing push-ups at the 43 mark,” Szromba said. “Being up there surrounded by students all feeling the same thing with the same spirit and energy was definitely the best part of the game for me.”

The focus now shifts to the highly anticipated game against the Florida State Seminoles that takes place in Tallahassee this Saturday.

Contact Selena Ponio at sponio@nd.edu
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Declan’s father Barry Sullivan attended the tailgate with his wife, Alison Drummond, daughter Wyn Sullivan, a Notre Dame graduate student, and son Mac Sullivan, a sophomore. Barry Sullivan said after Declan died, donations began to pour in, and shortly after, the family established the Declan Drummond Memorial Fund and began looking for an organization to support.

We tried to think of something we could do with the money that would have a positive effect, to honor his legacy positively instead of negatively,” Wyn Sullivan said.

Barry Sullivan said Horizons for Youth appealed to the family because it was a local organization and was near Old St. Patrick’s Church, where all of the Sullivan children were baptized.

“The more we found out about it, the more we liked it,” he said.

Over the next two years, Clougherty said the memorial fund provided hundreds of thousands of dollars to sponsor Horizons’ students, who are chosen based on financial need and their families’ willingness to commit to the program. As a result of donations, he said the memorial fund became an integral part of the organization’s ability to take on students.

“We’ve grown exponential for the last couple of years because of Declan’s family,” Clougherty said. “We have a gala every year in his memory, and [we’ve raised] a little over 2 million dollars in the three years we’ve done it so we’ve gotten to add students.”

Horizons board member Bob Dunklau, whose company OMI Industries in Chicago funded the trip, said working with a Horizons student through its mentoring program was like having “a winning lottery ticket.”

“We’ve grown exponentially for the last couple of years because of Declan’s family.”

Tim Carthy communications coordinator Horizons

“It’s so much more than the educational,” he said. “Obviously we had another advantage for the rest of the game.”

A grand total of 50 points scored by Notre Dame also meant a sea of students hoisted up into the air.

“I was doing push-ups at the 43 mark,” Szromba said. “Being up there surrounded by students all feeling the same thing with the same
Yes means yes

Alex Carson
Sports Writer

No means no. It’s a phrase we’ve all surely heard somewhere — be it in the confines of a discussion about sexual assault, when listening to a punk rock band (though in all caps and without the spaces) or simply making a joke to a friend who is off to hook up with a girl at a party.

But what does it actually mean? It has long been the mantra of sexual assault awareness in this country — the idea that if a receiving party says “no” to a sexual advance, then that means to not go after it. I said “receiving party” because male-on-male sexual assault occurs — one in 10 sexual assault victims in America are males.

The issue with “no means no?” Twofold. First, if we adopt the notion of a “no” stance, then what are we to do with a receiving party that, well, does not say anything? “No means no” allows us to adopt a doctrine where a lack of consent actually in turn indicates consent — it’s the whole “well, she didn’t say no” situation, which really should not mean anything at all.

And second, what is the search of the phrase “she didn’t say no” will yield, among other things, an advertisement from the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board that advertises “She didn’t want to do it, but she couldn’t say no.” This shows the link between “sexual interaction is okay” and “she didn’t say no.”

But I think if you punch you in the face and you don’t say no, I’d still like to think we’d all agree that your lack of response doesn’t make it okay for me to punch you in the face. Why is it any different with sexual assault?

Second and perhaps more important than the gray area, an anti-sexual assault campaign centered around “no means no” is inherently negative in nature — it places the burden on the receiving party to decline sexual advances rather than to accept them. This presents a situation where the expectation is that the receiving party desires the sexual encounter in question. That’s an issue. Sexual encounters should never be the expectation, especially when you’re dealing with a standard “hook up” situation.

It’s why California’s recently-passed law “yes means yes” law on sexual assault on college campuses is a huge step in the right direction. No longer can that gray area be considered okay. No longer is it expected that the receiving party desires the sexual interaction.

The law requires “an affirmative, unambiguous and conscious decision” from each party to engage in sexual action. Sexual assault policy seems to be difficult in our society. It doesn’t have to be. Make it clear.

Yes means yes.

Contact Alex Carson at acarson@nd.edu

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Laura LeBrun
Guest Columnist

A little more than two months ago, the world was shocked when the seemingly always-happy Robin Williams took his own life. It was one of the first times in my memory that a beloved actor’s death sparked intimate discussions of mental illness and suicide. Awareness heightened, stigma lowered, and it seemed the world was finally progressing into understanding.

I chose to keep my story quiet. Despite the stigma lowering with Robin Williams’ death, I, along with many others who live with some sort of mental illness, lived in fear of judgment, missed opportunities and hurt as a result of my choice to open up about my depression. But now, months after Robin Williams’ death, two months after the conversations that Robin Williams brought to the world have quieted down, I realize I must share my story. For if there is one thing my depression has taught me, it is to keep talking.

I keep talking because I found out about World Suicide Prevention Day after it happened, and that is not okay for the millions of people who struggle and the millions of people who see others struggle. I keep talking so people remember they are not alone. I keep talking because when I do, I discover that there are many other people who struggle with similar depression issues. I keep talking because it connects me to the world, reminding me that no one is perfect and it’s okay.

The summer after my freshman year, I began taking a new medication. Having never had adverse reactions to medications before, I chose not to read potential side effects. As the summer went on, however, I stopped acting like myself and grew increasingly frustrated. I attributed my restless sleep as a fluke, my loneliness as missing school and friends and my lack of energy as stress from work and summer school. Although, rationally, I knew people loved me, I began to dream every day of crashing my car as I drove to and from work so finally someone would go to the beginning, then that means to not go after it.

The outcome could have been much worse.

Laura LeBrun is a junior studying economics and statistics. She resides in Cassavant Hall. She can be reached at llebrun@nd.edu.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Embrace the gender equality movement

This is a response to Matthew D’Emic’s Oct. 10 letter, “Embrace the Men’s Rights Movement.” D’Emic argues that feminism “is concerned with the elevation of women at the expense of men,” which he supports with some gender-based statistics. However, based on the definition that the feminist movement advocates economic, social and political gender equality, D’Emic’s evidence is insufficient for discounting feminism.

D’Emic, speaking on behalf of college men, states, “every night we go out we must be exceptionally careful of our actions. We can do our best to try and attain consent, but from a legal standpoint, any level of intoxication is enough to void any consent we thought we had received.” Whenever I, a female college student, go out, I must be exceptionally careful of not only my own, but everyone else’s actions as well. Statistically, one in every four college-aged women has been a victim of sexual violence (oneinfourusa.org). Unless a woman clearly and clearly-mindedly gives consent, then she has not given consent. If someone questions whether or not he has a woman’s consent, legally or otherwise, then he should assume that she hasn’t given consent. This means that if he does not actively give consent due to intoxication, then that is — there is no consent — end of story. If you know that a woman is intoxicated and you know that, by law, she cannot give consent due to her intoxication, then why would you even “try and attain consent?”

Moving on, D’Emic continues to list the consequences of such an action “when convicted,” including expulsion and jail time. By definition, when one is convicted, they have been declared “guilty of a criminal offense by the verdict of a jury or the decision of a judge in a court of law” (New Oxford American Dictionary). Thus, conviction necessitates legal guilt. Additionally, only 10 percent of rapists will tell their students upon admission that conviction of a crime can warrant expulsion. These consequences are public information. If one wishes to avoid them, he or she should avoid committing the crime in the first place.

D’Emic expresses concerns about false allegations of rape. He references a study by Eugene Kanin that “demonstrated that 50 percent of rape allegations could be false and that 70 percent of all restraining orders are false.”

However, the study that D’Emic cites states that of the 40 percent of cases that are reported, only a quarter lead to an arrest and less than a tenth to conviction and time in jail. Overall, 97 percent of rapists will never spend a day in jail (www.rainn.org).

D’Emic also mentions that “50 percent of restraining orders are given without any allegation of physical abuse or threat of violence, overwhelming evidence shows that the majority of the time, rapists do not face consequences for their crimes. In fact, according to RAINN, only about 3 percent of rapists ever spend time in prison, and an average of 60 percent of assaults in the last five years were not reported.”

D’Emic’s evidence does show that there is a need for societal change, but it does not support the idea that feminism is not concerned with male problems or that feminism doesn’t need men to take action. If we want to live in a world where women do not have to fear rape, where men do not have to fear false accusations of sexual assault, where men’s education is valued just as much as women’s education, where boys are not expected to be aggressive and women are not expected to be weak, then we must work together.

Problems that affect men affect society, and in turn, affects both men and women. Until people begin to see that, we cannot make progress towards gender equality.

Jenna Wilson
Junior
Saint Mary’s College
Oct. 9

Patriarchy – a men’s privilege movement

Men’s Rights Activists of the world, prepare yourselves for the next couple of words, because you’re never going to hear them from me again: you’re right. Feminism is not about men’s problems.

Women are the direct targets and primary victims of a patriarchal society in which misogyny and male domination wins the day. The ways in which this system harms men are incidental and self-inflicted by men as a class. Men could be much more free if they were willing to reject their attachment to masculinity. But I won’t lie to you: as long as patriarchy runs our society and masculinity continues to be worshipped, men who reject these norms, or even those who accept them yet aren’t able to perfectly perform them, will continue to face insult and exclusion. So, congratulations. If and when that happens, you’ll have the slightest peek into what women’s lives are like every day. How does it feel?

I have no sympathy for Mr. D’Emic’s claims that men are victimized somehow by “doing (their) best to try and obtain consent.” With such a claim, he reveals a near-transparent sense of entitlement to women’s bodies. Citing a poorly conducted study from 20 years ago, Mr. D’Emic claims that 50 percent of rape accusations are possibly false. Contrary to Mr. D’Emic’s claims that men are deficient in the face of accusations of sexual violence, overwhelming evidence shows that the majority of the time, rapists do not face consequences for their crimes. In fact, according to RAINN, only about 3 percent of rapists ever spend time in prison, and an average of 60 percent of assaults in the last five years were not reported.

Only 10 percent of rapists are arrested, 8 percent are prosecuted, and 4 percent are convicted with a felony (RAINN’s sources include but are not limited to the U.S. Department of Justice, the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, the World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). In one survey of college-aged men, more than one in three of the male college students surveyed said they would commit rape if they believed that they could get away with it. Add to this the fact that 98 percent of rapists are men, and to me, that sounds like a whole lot of evidence that men who rap do pretty well by the current system.

Which “rights” is Mr. D’Emic concerned that feminism is taking away from men — perhaps the right to rape and exploit women with virtual immunity? Men’s rights are covered under human rights. But patriarchy is a men’s privilege movement, not a rights movement — social privileges are built on the domination of other groups. The so-called Men’s Rights movement recapitulates these privileges. Effective feminism does, in fact, require that women be raised out of their lowered circumstances at the expense of privileges enjoyed by men — privileges that are gained by unjustly disenfranchising women of basic human rights.

Angela Bird
Junior
Saint Mary’s College
Oct. 9
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Special Agent Dale Cooper once said, “Every day, once a day, give yourself a present.” If you haven’t heard of Dale Cooper, now is the perfect time to give yourself the present of watching “Twin Peaks.” Last week, director and co-creator David Lynch announced the return of the cult-favorite television show, which will air Showtime in 2016, 25 years after the show’s premiere.

“Twin Peaks” follows the investigation of the murder of Laura Palmer, a homecoming queen in the small, fictional town of Twin Peaks, Washington. Lead by FBI agent Dale Cooper, an outsider in “Twin Peaks,” the investigation sheds light on the strange and seedy lives of the town’s residents.

Combining Frost’s supernatural style and Lynch’s affinity for surrealism, the show’s two-season run was a bizarre trip combining horror, mystery and soap opera. Now, 14 years later, both seasons are available on Netflix for instant streaming, and with a third season on its way, it is the perfect time to check out the campy cult hit.

But be warned, the act of taking in two seasons of “Twin Peaks” is no walk in the park. It’s much more turbulent journey — a long process with several junctures. While so many murder mystery or crime shows were the goriness of “Twin Peaks” from its very beginning. But the episode isn’t just impressively ambitious in length; it is almost unbelievably intrepid the moment it begins. Its opening credits are five minutes of wondrousness over a montage of saws (yes, saws) cutting through wood. I sat in complete and utter disbelief over how something like this could have run on ABC, imagining early-90s families sitting in front of their early-90s, DVR-less televisions for the series premiere and exchanging awkward glances as the opening credits push their limits and set the stage for the weirdness to follow.

Another thing that took me by surprise in the pilot was the gorgeousness of “Twin Peaks” from its very beginning. While so many murder mystery or crime shows euphemistically allude to gruesome crimes or turn their eye on the darkest and most uncomfortable acts that drive the plot, Lynch and Frost keep an unwavering gaze on the violence of the show. Neither the dialogue nor the camera shy away from the terror of Laura’s murder and its repercussions, which is impressive, but also grue-some and difficult at times.

STAGE 3: AMUSEMENT

Though the first episode is movie-length, it still functions as any other pilot, laying groundwork for the mystery surrounding Laura’s murder. But “Twin Peaks” isn’t just a crime show — it’s a twisted take on the over-done soap opera drama and, in classic Lynch fashion, a grisly unveiling of small town secrets. But what’s weird-est about “Twin Peaks,” perhaps, is that it’s funny. “Twin Peaks” accomplishes this by taking its inspirations and genres and takes them to an absurd extreme: While most mystery series start out with a few suspects, a secret romance or two and a subplot to run parallel the murder investigation, “Twin Peaks” turns the dial up on all of these elements. The ridiculousness of the amount of drama is made even better by the cast of characters itself. There’s the woman who carries around and talks to a log, another woman inexplicably obsessed with making silent drape runners and a lot (I mean a lot) of characters who dance alone in empty rooms.

STAGE 4: BEMUSEMENT

As mentioned above, the pilot introduces an enormous cast, and splintered subplots and seemingly unrelated affairs abound. You quickly learn that virtually everyone in the town is leading a double life, and these stories only get more tangled and confusing as the season progresses. Many times throughout the show’s first season, I found myself wanting to reach for a pen a paper to draw some sort of diagram, a way to keep track of the tangled web of characters. You will be confused. Maybe even the whole time.

STAGE 5: FEAR

Here’s something no one warned me about when I began the series, but I’ll tell you right away because I’m a nice person: “Twin Peaks” is scary. Though I knew of Lynch and Frost’s work coming into the series and am not one to get jumpy or anxious watching thrillers, I had a few moments of unadulterated terror during my “Twin Peaks” binge. Things get weird. People pop out from behind head chairs. There’s a lot of screaming and breakdowns and people sneaking up on each other. It’s scary, okay? Just trust me here.

STAGE 6: ADORATION

As the double-lives of Laura Palmer and the Twin Peaks residents are revealed, so is another doubling. “Twin Peaks” is simultaneously a humorous parody of serial dramas and yet a captivating, beautifully shot and directed serial drama in itself. From the start, you’re entertained in part by its absurdity but also intrigued enough to subject yourself to subsequent episodes that give far more questions than answers. To resonate on these two levels and enrapture an audience is nothing short of amazing.

STAGE 7: IMpatience

After giving yourself time to sit back in awe at the show’s accomplishments, you’ll find the more-questions-than-answers thing can get a little old. Season One’s eight cerebral episodes are fantastically bizarre but appear to never want to answer the show’s own tag-line, “Who killed Laura Palmer?”

You aren’t alone in this feeling of frustration and stagnancy. In fact, it became a point of conflict between Frost, Lynch and ABC as viewership declined steadily. According to a 1990 interview in “Entertainment Weekly,” it was decided — against Lynch’s wishes — that the killer be revealed in the show’s second season.

STAGE 8: REGRET

Though Stage 7 may feel agonizing, impatience turns to regret as the second season goes from chaotic and thrilling (finally, things are happening!) to forced and troubled when the killer is finally revealed. It turns out the only thing worse than not knowing “Who killed Laura Palmer” is seeing the show come to a reluctant end. Whether the big reveal or the second season as a whole are unsatisfying is up for some seriously intense debate, but regardless of your position on the cracking of the case, ending “Twin Peaks” at only two seasons feels like a crime itself.

STAGE 9: REn Venom

Regardless of your feelings about the story’s end, you can’t really help look back at “Twin Peaks” with at least a hint of awe and wonder. Yes, that just happened.

STAGE 10: HOPE

The beauty of finishing both seasons of “Twin Peaks” is now is the promise of a third season just a few years away. There is still debate about how the new episodes will be structured (let’s just hope Lynch and Frost stay away from the “Arrested Development” model), but reports from The Guardian say the creators will bring back the show for a present-day look at the surreal small town, 25 years later. Until then, treat yourself to “Twin Peaks” over a cup of good coffee.

Contact Allie Tollaksen at atollaks@nd.edu
The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
On their Heels

No. 6 Irish go down early, outpace UNC, 50-43, in highest-scoring game at Notre Dame Stadium

By KIT LOUGHRAN
Sports Writer

The Irish remained undefeated with a 50-43 win over North Carolina on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium.

Senior quarterback Everett Golson threw for 300 yards and three touchdown passes to help No. 6 Notre Dame (6-0) reach its 12th home victory and 14th straight win.

North Carolina (2-4) continued its losing streak with a 71-yard rushing touchdown by Notre Dame running back Tarean Folston.

Player of the Game

TAREAN FOLSTON
IRISH SOPHOMORE RUNNING BACK

Folston racked up a career-high 169 yards of total offense and three touchdowns — two on the ground and one through the air. The first of Folston’s two fourth-quarter touchdowns put the Irish ahead, and the second put Notre Dame up by two scores. Folston earned 15 of his 18 carries in the second half.

By ZACH LLORENS | The Observer

Irish sophomore running back Tarean Folston extends for one of his three touchdowns during Notre Dame’s 50-43 victory over North Carolina on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium.

Golson commits three turnovers in winning effort

By RENEE GRIFFIN
Sports Writer

It always comes down to the quarterbacks.

No. 6 Notre Dame’s inconsistency in Saturday’s 50-43 win against North Carolina paralleled senior quarterback Everett Golson’s off-and-on performance throughout the game.

Golson’s 300-yard passing, 71-yard rushing, three-touchdown performance allowed the Irish (6-0) to escape with a victory, but his turnovers were also part of the reason the Tar Heels (2-4) threatened Notre Dame’s spotless record in the first place.

The fumble Golson lost on Notre Dame’s opening drive led to the Tar Heels’ first seven points, and a pick-six thrown by Golson a few minutes later suddenly left the Irish in a 1-4 hole.

Irish head coach Brian Kelly said that while Golson’s ball security was a major concern, the quarterback also showed poise over the span of the game.

“I got in his face a little bit about the first interception. He’s above that interception,” Kelly said. “He was 100 percent back and obviously put the ball on the ground again, which we weren’t too thrilled about. But he bounced back, threw the ball with authority and he was decisive, made some good decisions. But he’s learning.”

Much of Golson’s yardage came from check-down passes to backs and receivers, who then were able to make Tar Heel defenders miss.

“Sometimes it’s not perfect, but they know how to win,” Kelly said. “That whole game we saw a progression and process, that they maintained.

“Just having that faith, and not believing that we were
**Insider**

**Report Card**

**Quarters Backs**

On a beautiful day with far better conditions than those during last week's Stanford game, Golson didn't face much better throwing the ball, completing 21 of 38 passes. While the signal-caller didn't tally 300 passing yards, 71 rushing yards and three touchdowns, his three turnovers were costly.

**Running Backs**

Sophomore Tarean Folston turned in undoubtedly the best performance by an Irish running back this season. Folston rushed 18 times for 98 yards and two touchdowns, and he added another five receptions for 71 yards and a score. Cam McDaniel and Greg Bryant found little success, but it didn't matter.

**Receivers**

Sure, Will Fuller impressed with seven receptions for 133 yards and two touchdowns, but the quarterback equally showed his arm with a brutal drop over the middle. Still, Fuller headlined the group, which otherwise received minor contributions from only Chris Brown, Corey Robinson and Amir Carlisle.

**Offensive Line**

Brian Kelly said Sunday the offensive line continues to improve, and the head coach wondered why the group keeps receiving so much attention. The Irish were solid for a third week.

**Defensive Line**

The defensive line didn't reach UNC quarterback Marquise Williams for a sack, but the group was still solid for the most part. Tar Heels running backs couldn't muster much.

**Linebackers**

Williams repeatedly found running room against the Irish, often right up the middle. Notre Dame missed too many tackles, and the quarterback gutted the Irish for 132 rushing yards.

**Defensive Backs**

Missed tackles again proved costly in the Irish secondary, as Max Redfield struggled at times against Williams. North Carolina picked on Irish cornerback Devin Butler with a receiver pass after the sophomore was forced into action while Cody Riggs was out briefly.

**Special Teams**

Jarron Jones blocked another kick — the fourth of his career — and the junior highlighted an otherwise uninspiring day of special teams play. The kick return unit looked uncertain, as Amir Carlisle averaged just 15 yards per return. Kyle Brindza did a solid job punting and wasn't asked to kick a field goal.

**Coaching**

Notre Dame struggled in all three phases with communication — kick return mishaps, false starts, illegal procedures and late defensive substitutions — and the turnover situation with Golson has not improved. The Irish defense allowed 43 points and 510 yards of total offense, though Kelly didn't sound too concerned after matching up with what he deemed a tough matchup in the Tar Heel offense.

**Overall GPA:** 2.37 (C+)

The only time Notre Dame fans were completely comfortable was when the Irish recovered North Carolina's onside kick in the final seconds. The Tar Heels shredded the Irish defense, which wasn't helped by Everett Golson's three turnovers deep in Notre Dame territory. The Irish will need to play much crisper against Florida State on Saturday.

**Play of the Game**

**Roughing-the-Snapper Penalty on North Carolina**

Notre Dame trailed 36-35 in the waning seconds of the third quarter, and the Irish were waiting to punt — finally — after committing two false starts. But Tar Heels senior Northern Ohio's Otis was whistled for a roughing-the-snapper penalty. Notre Dame went on to score and never trailed.

**Victory**

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Going to lose this game, that we were going to find a way to pull it out somehow," Golson said. With that faith, the Irish began to move the ball on their third drive. Golson completed a pass to sophomore running back Tarean Folston for 37 yards. Golson ran for a first down and a gain of 15 yards and followed that with a pass to sophomore wide receiver Will Fuller for a gain of 23. Golson then found Fuller in the end zone for an Irish touchdown. The 13-yard completion marked Fuller's sixth touchdown of the season.

The Golson-Fuller combo propelled Notre Dame's next drive to the Tar Heel 7. Golson completed a pass to Fuller for 11 yards and a first down as the first quarter came to a close. Senior running back Cam McDaniel then scored on a one-yard carry during the first few seconds of the second quarter. The Irish shut down North Carolina's offense and completed another scoring drive of their own with a seven-yard rushing score by sophomore running back Greg Bryant to go up 21-14. At that point, the Tar Heels' two early touchdowns, Notre Dame scored 21 unanswered points and gained 283 yards compared to North Carolina's 15.

With roughly four minutes to play in the first half, Notre Dame pressed the Tar Heels offense and held it at one yard line, but Tar Heels quarterback Marquise Williams eventually scrambled into the end zone with four minutes to go. Junior defensive line Jarron Jones blocked the extra point to hold the Tar Heels to 20 points.

With three minutes left in the half, running back Elijah Hood fumbled and Irish junior safety Elijah Shumate recovered the loose ball. Sophomore running back Tarean Folston followed with a six-yard rushing touchdown. North Carolina responded with a strong drive of 75 yards that ended in a 20-yard touchdown down from Williams to junior wide receiver Quindshad Davis. Notre Dame stopped North Carolina's two-point extra point attempt to hold the score 28-26.

The Irish started the second half in a much different fashion than the first and capitalized on their running game. Folston ran for a total of 19 yards on two rushes, while junior wide receiver C.J. Prosise had a 12-yard rushing score in his second rushing attempt of the season. Golson then found Fuller for a short pass, and Fuller ran the ball for a 35-yard touchdown play.

North Carolina's next possession resulted in a 15-yard field goal after sophomore safety Max Redfield had the tackle on third-and-four. Notre Dame regained possession, but on the first play of the drive, Golson scrambled and Tar Heels sophomore linebacker Brian Walker forced a fumble. North Carolina capitalized on the Irish mishap and scored on a 23-yard touchdown pass to jump in front 36-35 after the extra point.

Notre Dame was forced to punt on its next drive following Golson's incomplete pass on third down. After two subsequent false starts, a personal foul — roughing the snapper — by the Tar Heels gave the Irish an automatic first down. Continuing the drive, Golson opened the fourth quarter with a long pass to Fuller on which the Tar Heels were called for pass interference. An illegal shift and holding penalty pushed the Irish back 18 yards. Golson found Folston once again for a nine-yard touchdown pass. Golson then found senior tight end Ben Koyack for the two-point conversion to take the lead, 43-36.

Irish sophomore corner back Cole Luke intercepted Williams's pass intended for sophomore wide receiver Bug Howard. The Irish finished the drive with Folston's six-yard touchdown run. Folston finished with 98 yards rushing on 18 carries and two touchdowns.

"We got into a really good rhythm with [Folston] in there, tough yardage, breaking tackles, running through tackles, and that's what we've been asking the backs to do, is to run through tacklers," Kelly said. "They're physical, strong backs, and once we saw he was going to run in that kind of manner and demeanor, he was going to get more carries and he got the game ball today."

The Tar Heels responded with a touchdown of their own. Williams completed an 18-yard pass to sophomore wide receiver Mack Hollins in the end zone with 47 seconds on the clock. The Tar Heels couldn't recover an onside kick attempt, so the 50-43 score held. The Irish now look toward Saturday's matchup against No. 1 Florida State.

"They will be ready to play their very best against Florida State," Kelly said. "But the nice part about it is we got great film and great teaching off of another win, that's the best thing about it."

The Irish take on No. 2 Florida State on Saturday in Tallahassee, Florida, at 8 p.m.

Contact Kit Loughran at kloughr1@nd.edu
ND, UNC tally 93 points

By RENEE GRIFFIN

The 93 points scored were the most ever in a game played at Notre Dame Stadium. The two teams combined for the most yards of total offense (1,029) in a Notre Dame game since 2011. Notre Dame scored 21 points in the second quarter, the first time this season the Irish have managed three touchdowns in a single quarter.

Until Saturday, Notre Dame had never won when allowing 43 points or more. The Irish defense had also not allowed more than 500 yards of total offense since the BCS National Championship Game loss to Alabama in 2013.

Touchdowns for everybody

Senior quarterback Everett Golson threw three touchdowns in a game for the fourth time in his career. With his second multiple-touchdown performance, sophomore receiver Will Fuller now has five touchdowns catches of at least 20 yards this season. Meanwhile, sophomore running back Tarean Folston snagged his first career receiving touchdown and his first career multi-touchdown game.

Defensive landmarks

Senior linebacker Joe Schmidt made a career-high 11 tackles against the Tar Heels, and sophomore cornerback Cole Luke snagged his third interception in the last two games. A blocked point-after attempt by junior Jarron Jones was the first time in his career the defensive lineman had successfully blocked a kick.

Contact Renee Griffin at rgriffi6@nd.edu

STATISTICS

TOTAL OFFENSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

North Carolina 7, Notre Dame 0

Elijah Hood six-yard run (Weiler kick)

North Carolina 14, Notre Dame 0

 Schoettmer 28-yard interception return (Weiler kick)

North Carolina 14, Notre Dame 7

Will Fuller 13-yard pass from Golson (Brindza kick)

North Carolina 21, North Carolina 7

Golding scored a total of points for the Irish, but he also repeatedly forced his defense back onto the field and helped the Tar Heels score with turnovers. Somehow, however, the Irish managed to do just enough to keep their season alive (we're talking the minimum number of pages required by the professor after adjusting the margins).

The Williams-led Tar Heels scored 21 points this season the Irish have

North Carolina 28, North Carolina 20

Tarean Folston six-yard run (Brindza kick)

North Carolina 35, North Carolina 26

Will Fuller 20-yard pass from Golson (Brindza kick)

North Carolina 35, North Carolina 29

Nick Weiler 19-yard field goal

North Carolina 36, Notre Dame 35

Marquise Williams 23-yard pass from Davis (Weiler kick)

North Carolina 43, North Carolina 36

Tarean Folston nine-yard pass from Golson (Koyack two-point conversion)

North Carolina 50, North Carolina 36

Tarean Folston six-yard run (Brindza kick)

Contact Renee Griffin at rgriffi6@nd.edu

Turnovers

Golson said staying calm despite the early bad plays was — and will continue to be — crucial.

“[Regaining composure is about] just having that faith and not believing that we were going to lose this game, that we were going to find a way to pull it out somehow,” Golson said. “I have to get out of my own way. I have to stop turning the ball over, things like that. Once I do (commit a turnover), I got to forget about it because the game still goes on.”

On the other side, North Carolina junior quarterback Marquise Williams amassed 303 total yards, 132 rushing yards, two passing touchdowns, a rushing touchdown, and a receiving touchdown. Overall, he accounted for 458 of the Tar Heels’ 510 total offensive yards.

If there was one guy in the game that probably took it over at times, it was Williams,” Golson said. “He’s difficult to defend. Great runner, threw the ball effectively, we couldn’t tackle him. We had him two or three times where we couldn’t get him down, missed tackles. Good player.”

However, like Golson, Williams had some costly turnovers that prevented the Tar Heels from pulling off an upset over the Irish. A late interception by Irish sophomore cornerback Cole Luke ended a fourth quarter North Carolina drive that could have tied the score at 43.

The Williams-led Tar Heels gave Golson’s Irish a taste of what an offense with a strong quarterback presence looks like, which will continue next week when Notre Dame visits No. 2 Florida State and its quarterback, reigning Heisman Trophy winner red-shirt sophomore Jameis Winston.

Vulnerable

game came alive with running backs sophomore Greg Bryant, sophomore Tarean Folston and senior Cam McDaniel each scoring touchdowns in the first half. Golson and sophomore receiver Will Fuller had a great connection going for most of the game, and Fuller finished with 133 yards and 2 touchdowns.

But then there were moments like Golson’s fumble with 3:20 remaining. Golson’s Irish are unforgiving if Notre Dame was winning and it was a challenge to remember what the game was.

Meanwhile, sophomore quarterback Everett Golson scrambled downfield during Notre Dame’s 50–43 win over North Carolina on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium.

It escaped with the win.

Anyway, however, the Irish needed a poke in the eye and maybe the Irish needed a poke in the eye and the Irish needed something to make them hungry. Looking vulnerable but finding a way to recover can do just that.

Whatever else Saturday’s game was, it was a win. Now, Notre Dame has to decide how to respond to it in Tallahassee.

Contact Samantha Zuba at szuba@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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INSIDER

Attention readers, please note that the view from the stands is not the best for the blocking, but it wasn’t entirely that unit’s fault.

Senior tackle Austin Jackson said the offensive line was not up to par that day.

“Treading water is the best way to describe it,” Jackson said. “It’s tough. It’s frustrating. It’s not fun.”

The Irish offensive line was responsible for allowing Golson to get sacked twice and ran back one of Golson’s fumbles. But the Irish offensive line was also the reason Golson was able to find running lanes.

However, on the other side, Golson said he was still happy with their performance.

“Offensively, I think we did a pretty good job,” Golson said. “A couple of plays, we didn’t make tackles.”

Touchdowns for everybody

Senior quarterback Everett Golson threw three touchdowns in a game for the fourth time in his career.

With his second multiple-touchdown performance, sophomore receiver Will Fuller now has five touchdowns catches of at least 20 yards this season.

Meanwhile, sophomore running back Tarean Folston snagged his first career receiving touchdown and his first career multi-touchdown game.

Defensive landmarks

Senior linebacker Joe Schmidt made a career-high 11 tackles against the Tar Heels, and sophomore cornerback Cole Luke snagged his third interception in the last two games.

A blocked point-after attempt by junior Jarron Jones was the fourth time in his career the defensive lineman had successfully blocked a kick.

Contact Renee Griffin at rgriffi6@nd.edu
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Irish sophomore running back Tarean Folston tries to squirt free from a pack of North Carolina defenders during Notre Dame’s 50-43 victory over the Tar Heels on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium. Folston did the heavy lifting for the Irish in the second half and notched two fourth-quarter scores.

Despite spotting North Carolina an early 14 points off two Everett Golson turnovers, Notre Dame was able to overcome the Tar Heels, 50-43, on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium. Golson committed three turnovers but also threw three touchdown passes. Tarean Folston racked up 169 yards of total offense and three scores. The 6-0 Irish face No. 2 Florida State this upcoming Saturday.

Irish senior receiver Amir Carlisle notched three receptions for 19 yards and gained 60 yards on his four kick returns.

Irish running back Cam McDaniel and junior receiver C.J. Prosise attempt to wrestle down North Carolina sophomore tailback T.J. Logan during Notre Dame’s 50-43 win over the Tar Heels.

Irish senior running back Cam McDaniel and junior receiver C.J. Prosise attempt to wrestle down North Carolina sophomore tailback T.J. Logan during Notre Dame’s 50-43 win over the Tar Heels.
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Irish senior receiver Amir Carlisle notched three receptions for 19 yards and gained 60 yards on his four kick returns.

Irish running back Cam McDaniel and junior receiver C.J. Prosise attempt to wrestle down North Carolina sophomore tailback T.J. Logan during Notre Dame’s 50-43 win over the Tar Heels.

Irish senior running back Cam McDaniel and junior receiver C.J. Prosise attempt to wrestle down North Carolina sophomore tailback T.J. Logan during Notre Dame’s 50-43 win over the Tar Heels.

Irish sophomore defensive lineman Isaac Rochell celebrates during Notre Dame’s win Saturday.

Irish graduate student cornerback Cody Riggs walks gingerly off the field Saturday. Riggs returned to play.
Commenting on “A Streetcar Named Desire,” Niles Crane from television’s bygone gem “Frasier” claims it takes a true psychiatrist to fully understand the meaning of Tennessee Williams’s theatrical masterpiece. I’m no psychiatrist (just a dreamer), nor are the majority of the play’s audience members, but Niles gets at a point bent on how “Streetcar” ought to be read, performed and dissected. Patrons of the arts and psychiatrists like Niles see the invisible line of analysis where interpreting “Streetcar” as a script and critiquing its multiple stage adaptations make up two halves of a whole Williams envisioned in 1947. For me, both represent why this piece continues to haunt with subtle humor hidden under a gossamer shadow of tension and confined hysteria.

Through National Theatre Live, the godsend for theatre lovers who wish to see the best of British thespians perform from the comfort of a theater not over the Atlantic, DelBarrolo Performing Arts Center hosted its first set of screenings of the newest stage adaptation of “streetcar.” Currently an intriguing attraction at London’s Young Vic theater and in screenings across the U.K. and U.S., this variation casts its time and place decades after its original setting between post-war aftermath and pre-economic boom. Everything onstage is white — the furniture, the setting. This long dream portraying Blanche Dubois, speaks with a gentile drawl as slow as honey and as smooth as melted butter. Blanche possess one of the most sibylline names in twentieth century American literature, translating from French as “white woods.” Only New Orleans could serve as the proper setting to accompany such ostentatious symbolism.

The challenge in making Blanche believable and not simply a one-dimensional damsel in distress comes in how her complexity is approached by the actress. Her presence is undoubtedly the most captivating and abstract, an element outlined in Anderson’s portrayal against her brother-in-law, Stanley Kowalski, played both savagely and humanely by Ben Foster. Blanche’s sister, Stella (Vanessa Kirby), is the reluctant human combat zone backdrop between Blanche and Stanley’s growls and hisses. What unfolds from the window of this “Streetcar” is not just another chance to watch Blanche dissolve from stability to shattered certitude or Stanley scream out for Stella in the night’s smog of jazz and heat. As always with this tragedy, there is the question of whose responsibility weighs on another’s loss. The most is the loss real? Has anything been gained? These and other laments echo from the bars of the escapable cage which transitions to a mental institution. Would any psychiatrist aid Blanche Dubois, he would surely need to understand her descent into madness, a fall she took long before she ever came to face Stanley and his rotating infirmity of unwelcome and unforgiving solitude.

Contact Emilie Kefalas at ekefal01@saintmarys.edu

**‘TWIN PEAKS’ fashion reaches new heights**

By EMILIE KEFALAS
Scene Writer

“Twin Peaks” is returning — both for a third season and for a moment in fashion.

With 90s grunge styles headlining the fashion world this year, the classic fashion in the 1990-1991 serial drama is peaking once again.

Set in the fictional Washington town of Twin Peaks, the climate and small-town gentled environment inspired perennial styles: full skirts, bright coats and saddle shoes, while also playing up eclectic choices: oversized frames, printed sweaters and scrunchies.

Audrey Horne, one of my fashion icons, stuck to a schoolgirl-inspired uniform with seductive twists. She sported plenty of midi-length full skirts; wool, pleated and plaid versions adding variation to the style. This season’s print is plaid and midi-skirts are carrying on their perpendicularity in front of it. The obvious distinction of film from live theatre is the viewpoint from which you witness the plot. A camera has the luxury of shooting from infinite angles, allowing choice context for the director and cinematographer. But as a play, director Benedict Andrews has only a stage and set seating from which his actors can be seen. Despite how Andrews and his team wish to (literally) spin “Streetcar,” Williams’s work here doesn’t translate on stage.

The lovely Gillian Anderson, vibrantly fulfilling a lifelong dream portraying Blanche Dubois, speaks with a gentile drawl as slow as honey and as smooth as melted butter. Blanche possess one of the most sibylline names in twentieth century American literature, translating from French as “white woods.” Only New Orleans could serve as the proper setting to accompany such ostentatious symbolism.

The challenge in making Blanche believable and not simply a one-dimensional damsel in distress comes in how her complexity is approached by the actress. Her presence is undoubtedly the most captivating and abstract, an element outlined in Anderson’s portrayal against her brother-in-law, Stanley Kowalski, played both savagely and humanely by Ben Foster. Blanche’s sister, Stella (Vanessa Kirby), is the reluctant human combat zone backdrop between Blanche and Stanley’s growls and hisses. What unfolds from the window of this “Streetcar” is not just another chance to watch Blanche dissolve from stability to shattered certitude or Stanley scream out for Stella in the night’s smog of jazz and heat. As always with this tragedy, there is the question of whose responsibility weighs on another’s loss. The most is the loss real? Has anything been gained? These and other laments echo from the bars of the escapable cage which transitions to a mental institution. Would any psychiatrist aid Blanche Dubois, he would surely need to understand her descent into madness, a fall she took long before she ever came to face Stanley and his rotating infirmity of unwelcome and unforgiving solitude.

Contact Emilie Kefalas at ekefal01@saintmarys.edu

By ERIN McCAULIFFE
Scene Writer

“Twin Peaks” is returning — both for a third season and for a moment in fashion.

With 90s grunge styles headlining the fashion world this year, the classic fashion in the 1990-1991 serial drama is peaking once again.

Set in the fictional Washington town of Twin Peaks, the climate and small-town gentled environment inspired perennial styles: full skirts, bright coats and saddle shoes, while also playing up eclectic choices: oversized frames, printed sweaters and scrunchies.

Audrey Horne, one of my fashion icons, stuck to a schoolgirl-inspired uniform with seductive twists. She sported plenty of midi-length full skirts; wool, pleated and plaid versions adding variation to the style. This season’s print is plaid and midi-skirts are carrying on their reign from the summer.

Audrey paired her skirts with button-ups less than buttoned-up or right, tucked-in knits. She always combined these combs with classic white and black saddle shoes — unless she decided to swap them out at her locker for a pair of red pumps — and a simple leather, menswear inspired watch.

Audrey’s beauty amplified her timeless fashion sense. Her classic brunette bob and perfectly arched brows mark her unique, genuine allure.

Donna Hayward’s signature look was the oversized sweater. However, her oversized sweaters were unaccompanied by a Veri Frappuccino, leggings and Uggs and rather chicky paired with skirts to create an unshaped silhouette to achieve a sense of intrigue, similar to the way her life was layered, with secrets hidden underneath her calm, good-girl facade.

Jodie Packard carried the timeless looks out of the high school realm. Her elegant black pixie cut was usually swept back, framing her face, and her perpetually impeccable matte red lip would inspire envy in Alexa Chung and Taylor Swift today. She dressed almost exclusively in black, white and red, with solid red sweaters and dresses emphasizing her flawless lip. In picturing Jodie’s style, the regal fur coat she wore as she stepped out of her house in the opening scene to look out at Laura Palmer’s wrapped corpse reigns preeminence.

Playing on the quirkier side of Twin Peaks, Lucy, Sheriff Truman’s stuck-in-the-80s secretary, could always be counted on to brighten the sometimes dismal mood with an eccentric printed sweater that would be thrift store gold today. She also was a scrunchie trend — a trend seen on today’s risk-taking “It” girls.

“Log Lady” was another character that brought crazy cards (and just plain crazy) to screen. Combining cozy cardigans with flannel shirts, a bob, oversized spectacles and her signature log, she serves as inspiration for the librarian–hipster–lumberjack in all of us. Go ahead, try it out your eclectic look — after all, “the log does not judge.”

No matter your fashion schema, “Twin Peaks” provides the fashion inspiration. Ignoring the excellence of the onscreen looks would be the a crime worse than murder.

Contact Erinn McCalif at emcalif01@nd.edu
**SPORTS AUTHORITY**

**The unbeatable 109-yard return**

Aaron Sant-Miller

**Editor's Note: This is the first in a 10-part series in which our writers debate what is the most unbreakable record in sports.**

Along with the conversation on Twitter using the hashtag #UnbreakableRecord.

As the oldest student writer on The Observer staff, I have been given the great honor of kicking off our first Sports Authority Debate of the year. I'm sure the bigwigs up top expected a compelling and persuasive piece from a veteran, a piece that in some shape or form reflects what completing an undergraduate degree at the University of Notre Dame stands for. Sorry to let you guys down.

With age comes wisdom, and I would like to share the solitary kernel of wisdom I have actually garnered over the years. Don't enter a fight you can't win. But always choose battles and only pick those with guaranteed victory. It leads to a phenomenal winning percentage.

Most of my fellow writers will choose a record that reflects a truly impressive individual performance. Maybe it was a record set in an era with characteristics unattainable in this day and age. Maybe it's a record that reflects longevity, one that was a career in the making. No doubt their "unbreakable records" will be impressive performances, by impressive players, records that have shaped the landscape of their respective sport.

Me? I'm just choosing one that is physically unbreakable. Again, pick your battles and only pick those with guaranteed victory.

Currently, there is a tie for the longest play in NFL history. In 2007, then-Chargers corner Antonio Cromartie returned a missed field goal over 109 yards. Last season, Vikings wide receiver Cordarrelle Patterson returned a kickoff for 109 yards. Under the new size of an NFL field, changed, those records will stand unbroken throughout NFL history.

No play from scrimmage can be longer than 99 yards, as you cannot snap the ball from within your own end zone. Following a kickoff, you can go more than 100 yards, where the player can take the ball from their end zone and down the length of the field. Hence, the two 109-yard returns.

Yet, a player cannot return the ball for 110 yards. To do so, or he would have to take the ball back beyond the end zone. In doing so, that player would be out of bounds and the play would result in a touchdown. The NFL doesn't allow for partial yardage in their stat keeping, it is physically impossible to return a kick for more than 109 yards under the current field dimensions.

That leaves only one way for this record to be broken. If the NFL decided to make fields longer, there could be longer plays. First, that's not going to happen. Can you imagine the renovations that would have to be done to football fields of all levels nationwide? I can't ever picture a scenario that would make a longer field worth the cost of those changes.

Furthermore, I can't even picture a scenario in which someone would argue for longer football fields. What would the game win? We currently have a 100-yard football field with two 10-yard end zones. Humans love round numbers. Simple as that.

Even if the NFL did decide to change the size of a standard football field, the league would probably have to list official records for the shorter field dimensions. But when the questions in record keeping involve yardage covered in one play, it would be unrealistic, that two records would be possible.

In summary, no one will return the ball more than 109 yards because the dimensions of the football field will not allow it. Therefore, any plays that go for 109 yards will always be the longest plays in NFL history. Sure, future players can tie this record, but no one can break it.

In other words, Cromartie set a literally unbreakable record in 2007, one that Patterson tied.

So, what is the most unbreakable record in sports? I'm going to go with the one that cannot be broken, one that is not dependent on the ever-improving ability of athletes. I'll choose the record that can't be broken because of league rules, official lines and field dimensions.

Was my argument flasgy? No. Will I be right? Yes.

Contact Aaron Sant-Miller at asantmil@nd.edu

The views expressed in this Sports Authority are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

---

**HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL**

**Murray leads Dallas past Seattle, 30-23**

Associated Press

**Seattle**

Seattle's Monday night football game will always be the longest play in NFL history. It will forever stand as a resounding answer on Sunday.

Showing no intimidation toward Seattle's hard-hitting defense or the noisy 12th Man, the Cowboys leaned on the 115 yards rushing DeMarco Murray and a strong defensive front which had not allowed a running back more than 38 yards in a game this season. Dallas' improved offensive line offered enough space for Murray to run and for the most part kept Romo protected. Murray broke tackles on the outside, teamed up with wide receiver Dez Bryant and broke free for a score for Seattle.

Wilson finished 14 of 28 for 126 yards, 53 of those coming on the third play of the game, completing a pass to Jermaine Kearse in the first quarter. Seattle was outgained 401-206 and had just nine first downs. Marshawn Lynch was used sparingly, finishing with only 10 carries for 61 yards and most of Percy Harvin's plays went backward. Harvin's three receptions equaled minus-1 yard.

The only reason Seattle was in the game was on 14 points on special teams. Doug Baldwin blocked Chris Jones' punt and Morgan returned it 25 yards for a touchdown and a 10-0 lead in the first quarter.

Dwayane Harris muffed a fair catch deep in his own territory in the third quarter and Kevin Pierre-Lewis emerged from the pile with the ball. Two plays later, Wiliams kept 2 yards for a touchdown and sprinted 9 yards to pull Seattle even at 17.

---

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame office, 304 South Elm St. Deadline for next day classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is $5 per character per day, including all spaces. The Observer reserves the right to edit all classifieds for content without issuing refunds.

Call 574-261-5021 to see.

2007 Toyota RAV 4, 44,000 miles.

Very clean asking $12,000.

Call 574-261-5021

---

**Sports Authority**

**运动新闻**

**The unbeatable 109-yard return**

Aaron Sant-Miller

**Editor’s Note: This is the first in a 10-part series in which our writers debate what is the most unbreakable record in sports.**

Along with the conversation on Twitter using the hashtag #UnbreakableRecord.

As the oldest student writer on The Observer staff, I have been given the great honor of kicking off our first Sports Authority Debate of the year. I’m sure the bigwigs up top expected a compelling and persuasive piece from a veteran, a piece that in some shape or form reflects what completing an undergraduate degree at the University of Notre Dame stands for. Sorry to let you guys down.

With age comes wisdom, and I would like to share the solitary kernel of wisdom I have actually garnered over the years. Don’t enter a fight you can’t win. But always choose battles and only pick those with guaranteed victory. It leads to a phenomenal winning percentage.

Most of my fellow writers will choose a record that reflects a truly impressive individual performance. Maybe it was a record set in an era with characteristics unattainable in this day and age. Maybe it’s a record that reflects longevity, one that was a career in the making. No doubt their “unbreakable records” will be impressive performances, by impressive players, records that have shaped the landscape of their respective sport.

Me? I’m just choosing one that is physically unbreakable. Again, pick your battles and only pick those with guaranteed victory.

Currently, there is a tie for the longest play in NFL history. In 2007, then-Chargers corner Antonio Cromartie returned a missed field goal over 109 yards. Last season, Vikings wide receiver Cordarrelle Patterson returned a kickoff for 109 yards. Under the new size of an NFL field, changed, those records will stand unbroken throughout NFL history.

No play from scrimmage can be longer than 99 yards, as you cannot snap the ball from within your own end zone. Following a kickoff, you can go more than 100 yards, where the player can take the ball from their end zone and down the length of the field. Hence, the two 109-yard returns.

Yet, a player cannot return the ball for 110 yards. To do so, or he would have to take the ball back beyond the end zone. In doing so, that player would be out of bounds and the play would result in a touchdown. The NFL doesn’t allow for partial yardage in their stat keeping, it is physically impossible to return a kick for more than 109 yards under the current field dimensions.

That leaves only one way for this record to be broken. If the NFL decided to make fields longer, there could be longer plays. First, that’s not going to happen. Can you imagine the renovations that would have to be done to football fields of all levels nationwide? I can’t ever picture a scenario that would make a longer field worth the cost of those changes.

Furthermore, I can’t even picture a scenario in which someone would argue for longer football fields. What would the game win? We currently have a 100-yard football field with two 10-yard end zones. Humans love round numbers. Simple as that.

Even if the NFL did decide to change the size of a standard football field, the league would probably have to list official records for the shorter field dimensions. But when the questions in record keeping involve yardage covered in one play, it would be unrealistic, that two records could be possible.

In summary, no one will return the ball more than 109 yards because the dimensions of the football field will not allow it. Therefore, any plays that go for 109 yards will always be the longest plays in NFL history. Sure, future players can tie this record, but no one can break it.

In other words, Cromartie set a literally unbreakable record in 2007, one that Patterson tied.

So, what is the most unbreakable record in sports? I’m going to go with the one that cannot be broken, one that is not dependent on the ever-improving ability of athletes. I’ll choose the record that can’t be broken because of league rules, official lines and field dimensions.

Was my argument flasgy? No. Will I be right? Yes.

Contact Aaron Sant-Miller at asantmil@nd.edu

The views expressed in this Sports Authority are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

---

**High School Football**

**Murray leads Dallas past Seattle, 30-23**

Associated Press

**Seattle**

Seattle’s Monday night football game will always be the longest play in NFL history. It will forever stand as a resounding answer on Sunday.

Showing no intimidation toward Seattle’s hard-hitting defense or the noisy 12th Man, the Cowboys leaned on the 115 yards rushing DeMarco Murray and a strong defensive front which had not allowed a running back more than 38 yards in a game this season. Dallas’ improved offensive line offered enough space for Murray to run and for the most part kept Romo protected. Murray broke tackles on the outside, teamed up with wide receiver Dez Bryant and broke free for a score for Seattle.

Wilson finished 14 of 28 for 126 yards, 53 of those coming on the third play of the game, completing a pass to Jermaine Kearse in the first quarter. Seattle was outgained 401-206 and had just nine first downs. Marshawn Lynch was used sparingly, finishing with only 10 carries for 61 yards and most of Percy Harvin’s plays went backward. Harvin’s three receptions equaled minus-1 yard.

The only reason Seattle was in the game was on 14 points on special teams. Doug Baldwin blocked Chris Jones’ punt and Morgan returned it 25 yards for a touchdown and a 10-0 lead in the first quarter.

Dwayane Harris muffed a fair catch deep in his own territory in the third quarter and Kevin Pierre-Lewis emerged from the pile with the ball. Two plays later, Wiliams kept 2 yards for a touchdown and sprinted 9 yards to pull Seattle even at 17.
Belles finish third, advance to NCAA qualifier

By BENJAMIN HORVATH
Sports Writer

Saint Mary’s finished third overall in the MIAA standings, concluding the six-round, three-weekend event with rounds on Friday and Saturday at the MIAA End of Season Weekend Jamboree at Bedford Valley Golf Course in Battle Creek, Michigan.

With their third-place finish, the Belles clinched a spot in this spring’s four-team NCAA qualifier, a three-round event featuring the MIAA’s top four teams.

Belles coach Kim Moore said she is excited for the opportunity to compete in the NCAA qualifier, one of the team’s aims each fall.

“We always go into the fall wanting to make sure that we’re part of that top four, so that we have the opportunity to compete and possibly represent our conference in the NCAA championship,” Moore said.

Saint Mary’s posted a 349 in Friday’s round and a 346 on Saturday. The team’s six-round aggregate score was 2059, 27 strokes behind second-place Olivet and 119 strokes behind MIAA champion Hope.

Belles senior Janice Heffernan shot an 84 Friday and then posted a 79 for Saturday’s round, the second-best individual score for that round. Moore said Heffernan’s play is something she knows she can count on before each round.

“I knew going into this season that she’d be one of our best players, and her consistent shooting is always something that we rely on,” Moore said.

Heffernan posted the fourth-best individual score overall, scoring a 487 through six rounds, just eight strokes behind the conference champion, Hope freshman Megan Klintworth.

The Belles senior, a two-time MIAA player of the week this year, finished the season with first-team all MIAA conference honors. She has continuously shown herself to be one of the top players in our conference,” Moore said. “Janice definitely deserves being in that top category of our conference.”

Belles sophomore Ali Mahoney finished 10th individually, averaging a score of 85.7 over the six rounds. Although Moore was impressed with her team’s performance in several different areas this fall, particularly the play of her freshman and sophomores, she said there are things the team can improve upon during the winter.

“I would hope that we could improve upon our course management, but that’s definitely something that comes as players gain more experience,” Moore said. “Also, we obviously want to always be working to improve our chipping and putting.”

The Belles will compete in the four-team NCAA qualifier this upcoming April. Trine, the fourth-place finishers in the MIAA tournament, will compete against the Saint Mary’s, Hope and Olivet for an NCAA championship bid.

Moore said it is difficult to have to wait all winter to compete again, but the break will allow the team the opportunity to improve.

“We just have keep working on those things that we can do during the winter and then look forward to getting right back into it in a few months,” Moore said.

Contact Benjamin Horvath at bhorrvat1@nd.edu

Irish win relays

Observer Staff Report

The Irish opened their sea son in convincing fashion against Olivet Nazarone on Friday. Notre Dame did not lose a single event, and fin ished in first place at the 50th annual Dennis Stark Relay at Rolls Aquatic Center.

The 240-140 win marks the first victory for Irish coach Matt Tallman, who took over for Tim Welsh when the for mer Irish head coach retired at the conclusion of last season.

The Irish started off the night strong in the 200 -yard freestyle relay. Seniors Zachary Stevens and Patrick Olson combined with freshmen Gabe Ostler and Joseph Krause to finish in first. Krause was the anchor of the four-man relay, touching the wall with a 20.99 split.

Krause enters the Irish pro gram with a strong pedigree, having won the Michigan state championship in the 50 -yard freestyle with his high school, Brother Rice.

The Irish dominated the diving portion of the program, sweeping the top three spots in the 3-meter synchronized dive. In first place was the Irish team of senior Ted Wagner and freshman Peter Myers, who scored 314.95 points. Sophomores Joe Cuomos and John Lichtenstein placed sec ond with a score of 283.80, followed by the senior duo of Nick Nemetz and Michael Kreft.

The Irish also excelled in the 400 -yard medley relay. The all-senior team of Bogac Olson combined with freshmen Willamson and sophomore Kevin Hughes combined for a time of 3:22.93. Ayhan was involved in the 300 -yard stroke relays as well, finishing first in the butterfly heat along with Williamson and sopho more Kevin Bradley with a combined time of 2:32.35.

The whole team dives back into the pool this weekend. When they Notre Dame hosts Purdue. The Irish divers will travel to Atlanta on Oct. 17 for a dual diving meet against Georgia Tech and Auburn.
Irish grab second at Stark Relays

By REBECCA ROGALSKI
Sports Writer

No. 24 Notre Dame took second place in the Dennis Stark Relays, scoring 184 points to defeat Illinois State (138 points) and Olivet Nazarene (92 points) but finishing behind No. 16 Ohio State (194 points) in Friday’s competition at Rolfs Aquatic Center.

The Irish (1-0) captured three victories, taking a top spot in the 300-yard butterfly relay, 1-meter diving relay and the 3-meter synchronized diving relay. Junior divers Lindsey Strepey and Emma Goboury won the 1-meter diving relay before claiming first place in the 3-meter synchronized diving event.

American record holder and senior Emma Reaney paired with seniors Courtney Whyte and Bridget Casey to create the highlight event of the day, taking the top prize in the 300 fly relay with a time of 2:48.49. Reaney pushed through and dominated the second leg of the relay, giving Notre Dame the lead. Casey out-touched Ohio State in the final leg to win the event for the Irish.

“We all loved the finish of the 300 fly relay,” Irish inter-im coach Tim Welsh said. “It took all three team members to do it, too. Bridge’s finish was absolutely wonderful. She is a true team player and a very hard worker as well. Anchoring that relay for a win was wonderful for the team and for her, too.”

Junior Genevieve Bradford and sophomore Katie Miller ended the relays with four runner-up titles apiece. Casey added an additional two runner-up titles to her first-place finish in the 300 fly relay.

“I am so proud of the team spirit on this squad,” Welsh said. “Though you compete in many cases on an individual level, relays are still team events. It was very positive to see and hear the team camaraderie, encouragement and cheering throughout the relays.

With two successful meets so far this season, Welsh says he hopes the team can only keep progressing as it heads into future competitions.

“I think we have a better sense of our identity as a team now that we have had two meets,” Welsh said. “All of the swimmers were able to race on Friday, which was great for the girls in terms of experience and competition. Our divers even dove very well.”

The Irish head south this weekend, competing against Georgia Tech and South Carolina on Friday in Atlanta and facing Auburn and Vanderbilt on Saturday in Auburn, Alabama.

“I think that we will be tested in both swimming and diving when we go on the road this week,” Welsh said. “Though it will be a challenge, I have faith that our swimmers and divers will perform exceptionally well.”

Contact Rebecca Rogalski at rrogalski@nd.edu

Follow us on Twitter.
@ObserverSports

Notre Dame drops straight sets to Panthers, Cardinals

By ANDREW ROBINSON
Sports Writer

Taking to the road this weekend in hopes of regaining some ground in conference play, Notre Dame continued to struggle and came up short, losing to Pittsburgh and Louisville in straight sets.

The Irish (4-13, 1-5 ACC) began their weekend with a game against Pitt at the Fitzgerald Fieldhouse in Pittsburgh. Despite taking a 20-15 lead in the first set, they ultimately faltered and dropped the set 25-23, following a Pittsburgh rally.

From that point on, the Panthers (15-2, 3-1) took control of the match and never trailed again, winning the second and third sets, 25-18 and 25-13, respectively.

“We really struggled with our server receives this weekend,” Irish coach Debbie Brown said. “Against Pittsburgh, they aced us eight times which is a lot. Even times when we weren’t aced we passed poorly, which took us out of our game.”

From there, Notre Dame traveled to Louisville to face the Cardinals (11-7, 3-3) in Louisville on Sunday.

Falling behind early in each set for the day, the Irish held just a single lead against Louisville and were swept in three sets.

In the first set, the Cardinals jumped out to a 11-1 lead from which the Irish were unable to recover, losing the set 25-14.

“We tried to make some adjustments in the Louisville game to generate more kills, but they didn’t seem to work,” Brown said.

Notre Dame battled back in the second set, jumping out to a 1-0 lead – its only lead of the day – and remaining close in the early going. The Irish trailed just 12-11 in the middle of the set before falling, 25-19.

The Irish were kept winless for the weekend with a loss in the third set, in which they had more errors – eight – than kills – seven – and lost, 25-13.

Junior setter Hanna Muzzonigro had her third straight .324 attack percentage. Sophomore outside hitter and middle blocker Janelle Jenkins, who is second on the team at 3.06 kills per set, led Louisville with 12 kills on the day. Fellow sophomore outside hitter Maya McClendon leads the team in kills per set, added 11 kills.

Up next, the Irish will take on Clemson on Friday at 7 p.m., and Boston College on Sunday at 1 p.m. Both games will be played at Purcell Pavilion.

Contact Andrew Robinson at arobinson@nd.edu
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SERIOUS DELIVERY!
Football

continued from page 16

Tribune, citing a source with knowledge of the situation, reported Thursday the five players are “unlikely to play the rest of the season.”

Asked at his Thursday press conference if he expects to have any of the players back with the football team at any point this season, Kelly said he is “not certain on all of them.”

“I couldn’t comment on all five,” Kelly said. “And I don’t have anything specific to tell you one way or the other.”

Kelly said Tuesday that he was told Monday “a decision or decisions were imminent.” Kelly said Thursday it’s possible the appeals process is one reason for the lack of shared information.

“I don’t have any concrete finality on any of the five,” Kelly said.

Notre Dame released a statement Sunday saying the University will not publicly disclose decisions from the hearings and investigation.

“I don’t believe it’s my role to come before you and tell you where they are in the process,” Kelly said.

Kelly said Thursday he expects there to be a range of outcomes among the five players.

Notre Dame announced its investigation Aug. 15.

Irish junior cornerback KeiVarae Russell and senior safety Eilar Hardy celebrate Russell’s interception during the 2013 Pinstripe Bowl.

Hockey

continued from page 16

With the teams skating four-on-four, Gross buried a rebound off of a shot from senior defend er Robbie Russo to tie the game at 2-2 just 3:41 into the final period. However, the Irish lead did not last long as Miller beat Katunar at the 4:32 mark to re take the lead for the Engineers — a margin that would hold for the remaining 15 minutes to hand the Irish their first loss of the season.

In Sunday’s third-place game, Minnesota Duluth (1-1-0) made use of an early Irish penalty to take a lead they would not surrender.

After Russo went off for hooking at the 6:29 mark of the first, junior center Tony Camaranesi put the Bulldogs ahead after Notre Dame was unable to clear the zone. In his first collegiate start, Irish freshman goaltender Cal Petersen made two saves on the power play but was unable to reach the third attempt, as the Bulldogs went ahead, 1-0. Petersen made 11 saves on 12 shots in the first period and finished the game with 26 saves.

“I thought both goaltenders played well,” Jackson said. “I thought some of our young defensemen — a little inconsistent at times — they played well in most circumstances.”

A third of the way through the second period, the Bulldogs capitalized on another power play opportunity to go up 2-0 when sophomore winger Alex Iafallo beat Petersen with a backhanded shot.

“We shot ourselves in the foot,” Jackson said. “We started getting a little momentum, and we gave up a goal or we start getting a little momentum and we give up a penalty. We kill ourselves. We took one offensive zone penalty, we took two power play penalties. You’re not going to win doing that.”

It appeared as if Notre Dame would get to the second inter mission just two goals down. However, the Bulldogs pounced with just 35 seconds left in the stanza when sophomore center Dominic Toninato struck. Counting Notre Dame’s exhi bition against Waterloo last Sunday, it marked three straight second periods where the Irish gave up two goals while failing to score.

“You never want to give up a goal in the last minute but when you score one, you carry that momentum through into the third,” Toninato said.

Despite registering 23 shots on the day, the Irish were unable to beat Duluth junior goaltender Matt McCreedy, as a scoreless third period pushed Notre Dame to 0-2 for the first time since the 2005-06 season, Jackson’s first year at Notre Dame.

“Any time you lose two games at home, it’s not good,” Jackson said. “I’m going to be patient. I have to. I have no alternative. We have some good young players but they’re young ... But the veterans have to lead the way.”

No. 1 Minnesota won the tournament after defeating Duluth, 4-2, on Friday and Rensselaer, 3-0, on Sunday.

Notre Dame is back in action next weekend when it hosts Lake Superior State for a pair of games. Puck drop for the first game is set for Friday at 7:35 p.m., while the second game will be played Saturday at 8:05 p.m.

Contact Alex Carson at acarson1@nd.edu
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Irish freshman goaltender Cal Petersen watches game action during Notre Dame’s 3-0 loss to Minnesota Duluth on Sunday.
of the season after senior forward Lauren Bohaboy tried to split two defenders in the penalty area and drew a foul in the 60th minute. Andrews beat Lillard on the penalty kick and gave the Irish a 2-0 lead.

Miami struggled all day with penalties, committing 17 fouls and collecting two yellow cards in the space of three minutes. As the game wore on and the Hurricane offense failed to generate opportunities, play became more physical on both sides as the aggressiveness of Miami increased and the Notre Dame back-line dug in.

As the game wound down, the Irish put the ball in the back of the net, putting it into the box in the final minute. The ball first got the head of senior defender Daniel Keller during Notre Dame's win Friday.

"It's kind of scoring by committee," Romagnolo said. "It's just my instinct," Clark said. "[Kubel's goal] was a fantastic shot."

In the 72nd minute, Notre Dame claimed Louisville had committed a handball but was dismissed by the referee. The Irish followed this up with an 18-yard effort from Hodan saved in the 80th minute by Cardinal freshman goalkeeper Nick Lefts before finally retaking the lead from a free kick in the 81st minute.

Junior midfielder Connor Klekota — who had been credited an assist earlier on the Ciccirello goal — played in the free kick from the left wing. The ball first got the head of sophomore defender Brandon Aubrey and bounced around a few more times in the box before graduate student defender Patrick O'Malley headed it home from the goal line to put the Irish back ahead, 2-1.

"We've got some big targets there," Clark said. "We've got O'Malley and [freshman forward Jeffrey] Farina who would be the first with any kind of passes and these are all people you can look for. A free kick out in the wide area, putting it into the box is a dangerous situation."

Notre Dame, however, failed to kill off the last seven minutes, sending the contest to overtime.

With fewer than two minutes remaining in regulation, senior midfielder Will Vitalis got to the byline and played a cross into the heart of the box. Strong got his head on it on a diving header to beat Wall and tie it up, 2-2. The goal marked the second consecutive game Notre Dame has surrendered two goals.

"I don't think we defended that particularly well but that's just my instinct," Clark said. "[Louisville's] a very good team."

Notre Dame had one last chance to end it in regulation when the ball bounced around the box in the final minute.

However, no Irish player was able to get a head or foot to it and overtime beckoned.

Jeffs thwarted Notre Dame's first real chance of the extra period in the 97th minute when he saved a Klekota chance, before the Irish won the game just a minute later.

Mishu got the ball on the right and played it through for graduate student forward Leon Brown. Brown, in turn, played a through ball for freshman Jon Gallagher who, after initially failing to settle the ball on the first touch, found Hodan hanging in the corner of the box. The left-footed midfielder struck the ball with his right foot and tuck it inside the far post from 16 yards out to beat Jeffs.

"Jon played a great pass back," Hodan said. "[Hodan's] just a good finisher," Clark said. "His technique is good and he's got a really good temperament, and I think that's important. He doesn't panic when he's presented with an opportunity in the box. He's got that calmness that good finishers have."

The Irish do not have long to rest, however, as another top-25 opponent comes to Alumni Stadium on Tuesday. No. 24 Northwestern is 6-1-4 on the year and 1-1-2 in the Big Ten.

"We just have to learn from our mistakes that we made today and be confident going forward," Hodan said. "We've just got to take it one at a time."

Northwestern and Notre Dame face off the Tuesday at Alumni Stadium at 6 p.m.
Happy Birthday: Don't let obstacles slow you down. A fast-paced, energetic approach to how you reach your goals will pay off. Put your ideas on display. This is not the year to sit back or let confusion and uncertainty stand between you and your goals. Make whatever changes are required to follow your heart and to achieve your dreams. Your numbers are 7, 15, 21, 28, 33, 41, 43.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Listen attentively to the options someone special offers. Making a decision to travel or change your location should be considered. Love and romance can bring about favorable change that will lead you toward a standard of living and bring you great happiness.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Attending a reunion or getting together with people from your past will cause you to question where you are headed. Stick close to home and avoid minor mishaps and delays while traveling. Check out the job market and send out your resume.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Use your intelligence and your flirtatious ways to manipulate a situation that intrigues you. A passionate encounter will help you to make an important life-altering decision. Expand your interests, awareness and your future prospects.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Someone will have a hidden agenda. Keep your ideas a secret. Take on a project that will help you develop some of your creative skills. An unexpected change will lead to many questions, concerns and confusion.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You will regain your self-esteem if you get involved in organizational functions or humanitarian events. Your skills and generosity will be acknowledged, resulting in meeting new people and making good impressions.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Check out destinations that look inviting. Whether you travel a short or long distance, you will learn something valuable. Helping a friend, relative or doing what you can to improve your community will put you in a good position that leads to greater prosperity.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Secretive action will be in your best interest. The less anyone knows about your financial, medical or emotional situation, the better. Moderation will be necessary in all aspects of life. A professional opportunity will not be ignored.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Engage in playful action with friends, peers or your lover and you will attract attention and affection. Short day trips will lead to answers regarding your background or a cultural interest. A move will bring positive results.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Don't venture too far from home. Refuse to deal with unpredictable individuals trying to take advantage of your insight, influence or your generosity. Self-improvement projects you can do alone are your best bet. Don't let a personal relationship get you down.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You can make a difference if you get involved in a cause or concern you feel strongly about. A contract, investment or means to bring in more cash looks promising. Children and home improvement projects will highlight your life.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Don't let an emotional setback stop you from pursuing your goals. Good fortune will be yours if you follow through with your plans. Don't let changes that others make cause resentment or regrets. Focus on you, not others, and you will do fine.

Birthday Baby: You are progressive and changeable. You are flippant, charismatic and creative.
Russell out for 2014, plans 2015 return

By MIKE MONACO
Senior Sports Writer

Irish cornerback KeiVarae Russell will not play this season and will most likely miss the spring semester before returning in June 2015, the junior said in an Instagram post Friday evening.

"Though disappointed in the decision the school has just recently made after [two] long months of waiting for a decision to come, I accept it and will make sure I spend my time away efficiently," Russell wrote.

Russell’s announcement follows an NBCSports.com report that said Russell will not play in 2014.

A source told The Observer Russell addressed his teammates at Thursday’s practice inside Notre Dame Stadium. Despite speaking to his teammates and bugging players and coaches, the source said.

After addressing the team, Russell watched the rest of practice from the sideline with Irish Director of Athletics Jack Swarbrick, the source said.

Russell, senior receiver DaVaris Daniels, senior defensive end Ishaq Williams, graduate student linebacker Kendall Moore and senior safety Eliar Hardy have all been held out of practice and competition during the probe into “suspected academic dishonesty.”

Notre Dame confirmed Friday the five players “are all unlikely to play for Notre Dame this season.” The Chicago Sun-Times reported Wednesday evening the five players “are all unlikely to play for Notre Dame this season.”

Irish Illustrated, citing two unnamed sources, reported Wednesday evening the five players “are all unlikely to play for Notre Dame this season.”

By ALEX CARSON
Sports Writer

No. 13 Notre Dame finished last at the Icebreaker Tournament this weekend at the Compton Family Ice Arena, losing 3-2 to Rensselaer on Friday night and 3-0 to Minnesota-Duluth on Sunday afternoon, marking the first 0-2 start for the Irish in nine years.

Trailing Rensselaer (1-1-0) by a goal early in the third period Friday night, Notre Dame tied the game up when freshman defenseman Jordan Gross buried the game-winning goal in overtime.

Irish junior midfielders Patrick Hodan gave No. 6 Notre Dame a 3-2 overtime conference win over No. 18 Louisville on Friday night at Alumni Stadium.

The win snapped a two-game losing streak for the Irish (6-3-2, 3-1-1 ACC) and kept the hosts tied at the top in the conference’s Coastal Division with Virginia.

Notre Dame went ahead within 15 minutes when senior forward Vince Cicciarelli headed home a shot from 10 yards out. Senior defender Luke Mishu ventured down the right flank and crossed for Cicciarelli who had an unmarked header to put the Irish 1-0 up.

"Both fullbacks were very good today at getting forward and it was a good cross from Mishu,” Irish coach Bobby Clark said. “Mishu and [senior defender] Max Lachowecki were both very good going forward and that’s part of how we play. They play almost like wingers.”

The Cardinals (5-5-1, 3-2-0) had their best chance of the first half midway through, when junior forward Ricardo Velazco got a one-on-one with Irish graduate student goalkeeper Patrick Wall. Velazco, however, fired straight at Wall for the easy save. The Irish goalkeeper made four saves on the night, three of them coming in the first half.

Louisville and Notre Dame see M SOCCER PAGE 14

ND drops two over weekend

By ALEX CARSON
Sports Writer

No. 13 Notre Dame finished last at the Icebreaker Tournament this weekend at the Compton Family Ice Arena, losing 3-2 to Rensselaer on Friday night and 3-0 to Minnesota-Duluth on Sunday afternoon, marking the first 0-2 start for the Irish in nine years.

Trailing Rensselaer (1-1-0) by a goal early in the third period Friday night, Notre Dame tied the game up when freshman defenseman Jordan Gross buried the game-winning goal in overtime.

Irish junior left wing Sam Herr tries to sneak past a Rensselaer defender during Notre Dame's 3-2 loss to the Engineers on Friday.

Irish junior midfielder Patrick Hodan dribbles down the field in Notre Dame's 3-2 win against Louisville on Friday in extra time.

Irish junior midfielder Patrick Hodan gave No. 6 Notre Dame a 3-2 overtime conference win over No. 18 Louisville on Friday night at Alumni Stadium.

The win snapped a two-game losing streak for the Irish (6-3-2, 3-1-1 ACC) and kept the hosts tied at the top in the conference’s Coastal Division with Virginia.

Notre Dame went ahead within 15 minutes when senior forward Vince Cicciarelli headed home a shot from 10 yards out. Senior defender Luke Mishu ventured down the right flank and crossed for Cicciarelli who had an unmarked header to put the Irish 1-0 up.

“Both fullbacks were very good today at getting forward and it was a good cross from Mishu,” Irish coach Bobby Clark said. “Mishu and [senior defender] Max Lachowecki were both very good going forward and that’s part of how we play. They play almost like wingers.”

The Cardinals (5-5-1, 3-2-0) had their best chance of the first half midway through, when junior forward Ricardo Velazco got a one-on-one with Irish graduate student goalkeeper Patrick Wall. Velazco, however, fired straight at Wall for the easy save. The Irish goalkeeper made four saves on the night, three of them coming in the first half.
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Notre Dame bests Miami in blowout

By GREG HADLEY
Associate Sports Editor

In the midst of one of the most daunting schedules in the country, No. 14 Notre Dame cruised to its easiest victory of the season Sunday, blowing out Miami, 5-0, at Alumni Stadium.

After games against No. 3 Stanford, No. 4 Virginia, No. 7 North Carolina, No. 9 Virginia Tech and No. 15 Texas Tech, Notre Dame (9-4-1, 4-2-0 ACC) had little trouble handling the Hurricanes (2-3-1, 0-5-1), who win since Sept. 5.

Five different Irish players accounted for the five goals, the team’s most on the season. The Irish also set a season high in shots total. That was the second-highest mark of the year, behind only the 32 shots Notre Dame attempted Thursday in a 2-0 win over Pittsburgh.

“We built confidence from play well and from putting the ball in the back of the net,” Irish coach Theresa Romagnolo said. “We had two good performances this week... Just to be able to put some goals in the back of the net is great for everyone’s confidence and our belief that we’re doing the right thing.”

Freshman forward Karin Muya started things off just 45 seconds into the match, intercepting a soft pass back to Miami senior goalkeeper Emilyillard and trickling it by her to give Notre Dame its third-fastest lead since 1999.

Muya added an assist in the second half, passing through a ball to senior forward Karin Simonian from eight yards out in the 62nd minute. The goal and assist doubled Muya’s point total on the year and put the Irish ahead, 3-0.

Muya missed the first four games on the Irish schedule due to a combination of eligibility issues and injuries.

“[Muya] brings a great spark [to our offense],” Romagnolo said. “She’s a great one-on-one player. She sees the field. She can play other people into goal. So it’s nice to be getting her healthy and fit again. ... The hardest thing was getting her on the field, so I think we’re just starting to get her going. We’re still learning what Karin Muya can bring to the field.”

Sophomore midfielder Morgan Andrews once again spearheaded the Irish attack, attempting eight shots compared to four for the entire Miami team. She also collected her team-leading sixth goal against Miami.
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